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To Know What We Know... 
Soundtrack: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0usdeFaGag 

[Yuki, Lisa and Daniil Tale]  
 
Lisa knew the time and sighed. "Much as I'd love to stay and chat, I gotta get home. I’m 
grounded of suspended so... Yeah. See you here same time tomorrow." Lisa said and went home. 
 
Daniil rolled his eyes, "You leaving too?" 
 
"My mom told me to come straight home once I was done here. Given what I know of her now, 
it's best not to make her mad." 
 
"Then I'm left to fill in Daniil on the details.” Miyuki said, "Would your host family mind if you 
were with me for a little bit longer?" Miyuki was uncertain about this, frankly she would have 
preferred Noah give the speech. 
 
"Doubt they would... I hope they'd understand, at least," Daniil replied, "Or won't figure anything 
bad if they are mind raped. And whatever then, see you later, Lisa." 
 
Miyuki called her mom to pick her up, apologizing for the late hour. She did meet new friends at 
the event and asked if Daniil could come over. Though she wondered if it was really okay since 
Daniil had a host family to get back to. 
 
"*Daughter, it is eleven o'clock at night,*" Her mother said in [Japanese]. "*What are you doing 
asking a boy-child over this time of night?*" 
 
"*It's not what you think, we were just talking during the Sharing*", Miyuki replied back in 
Japanese. There was virtually no way she'd be able to convince her mom that this was okay. 
 
"*And what does that have to do with bringing him home with you?*" Her mother asked firmly. 
"*You already are punished for you actions at school. Have you learned nothing?*" 
 
"*I did not think so either mother, well can you at least come pick me up?*", Miyuki asked. 
"Sorry, Daniil, I’ll just explain to you in now rather than later.” she said to him in English. 
 
Daniil just grumbled. 
 
"*Your father has already gone to bed,*" her mother huffed, "*aren't the buses still running?*" 
 
"Yeah, okay then, I'll be back soon.” Miyuki said to her mom in English.  
 
"*As you should,*" her mother said before hanging up. 
 
"Well then, where to begin...", Miyuki said softly to Daniil before going through all that she 
knew about the yeerks and andalites from Elfie conveniently leaving out the stuff about the 
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tesseract blue cube thing and their ability to morph. She spoke about Visser 3 eating Elfie and 
briefly mentioned the andalite fleet. No need to go through everything at once. "Any questions?” 
she said finally. 
 
Daniil scratched behind his head, "Uh... Ew... Wow... Damnit..." he processed the words for a 
while, "This is kinda bullshity situation here... And wait a second... These things can transform 
as well?" Daniil sighed, "At least it seems like we at least have some friends on the space arena, 
huh..." 
 
"I hope so Daniil.” Miyuki said, "Though we don't know what they are planning."  
 
Daniil sighed, "These aliens didn't even bother giving you some guns to shoot off these creeps?" 
 
"They did give us something...but I don't know what to do with it yet.” Miyuki said. 
 
"What do you mean? What was that?" Daniil asked. 
 
"This will sound crazy...but I can turn into animals...Noah can too.” Miyuki whispered in his ear. 
She was starting to get as paranoid as Noah. 
 
Daniil sighed, "...really?" Oh well. Awesome superweapon. "You are serious?" 
 
"Elfie explained how it worked...Can we not be so loud.” Miyuki said to him. 
 
"Okay, okay," Daniil replied, toning his voice down, "This sounds too fantastic to be true 
(despite all the alien stuff) and too useless to be true. Unless the animals in question are from 
other planet... Or bears..." 
 
"That's for later...for now we lay low.” Miyuki said, "We should get going, my mom will be 
wondering where I went...and your host family will be too." 
 
"So... parting ways... huh?" Daniil asked. 
 
"I can't really show you this tonight...too risky...let's wait...” Miyuki whispered to him. 
 
Daniil sighed, "Yeah, figured so..." 
 
Miyuki left and found herself a late night bus to ride. Hopefully Daniil was going the same way. 
 
Lisa meanwhile walked home, having walked the way there. She was fie with walking in the 
dark. The city was safe enough. Besides, nothing had happened before, why would this time be 
any different? Still, she kept her eyes open to look for any possible threats. 
Notice: http://orokos.com/roll/183362 19 
 
Daniil went along with Yuki as his bus was basically going in the same direction, "I might need a 
long sleep after this kind of crap..." 
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"I know, I can't think of what to do either.” Miyuki said to him. 
 
Daniil just sighed. 
 
"I need time to think...maybe we can meet sometime tomorrow or later to discuss things...do you 
have my number?” Miyuki said. 
 
"I don't think so..." Daniil said and pulled out his phone, "Tell me" 
 
Miyuki slowly told Daniil her phone number making sure he entered it in right. 
 
Daniil added the number to contacts in his phone, under entry "Mia" and nodded. "Thanks" 
 
"You're welcome, and good to meet you Daniil.” Miyuki said trying hard not to think about the 
horrors of that day. 
 
"You too," Daniil replied, staring into nothingness of the window. 
 


